
R  Raytech
Dental X-Ray 

Best Image First Time Every Time 

Raytech line of Dental X-Ray solution assure your images are exquisite 

the first time, every time. we also provide the longevity and price 

that make it a smart investment for your practice. 

DCXSOOOW Dental X-Ray {wallmount) 

Introducing a power pack and intelligent dental system 

• Advanced dual microprocessor system+ High Frequency

DC system
- Low dosage

- Sharp and crisp Image quality X-Ray

- Perfect clinical and patient experience

• Flexible Exposure System
- Triggers from distance with no-shift image position

- Long scissors arms

- Accommodates two patients in adjacent chair

• 30 Pre-programmed techniques

- Enhancing doctor's experience and flexibility

- Exclusive LCD display

- Streamline settings for individual

preparation and every receptor

• WE BELIEVE IN GREEN so as our
systems
- Clean power withdrawal while on stand by

- Energy consumption negligible

- Energy conversation with shorter exposure times



DCXS000M Dental X-Ray {mobile) 

Redefining the whole wallmount experience with ease of 

movement 

Portable version for safe, quick transport and 

convenient to use 

• Single unit with Multi features:

- 0.4-0.5 mm focal point

- Ease of movement and flexible

- Avalibility of three arm sizes

- Options: ln-operatory or Remote timer

- Fully digital-programmable operation

- Fast exposure system

- Instant swithcing between small and largeanimals

or film and digital sensor setting

REDEFINING INTRAORAL SENSOR 
HDXlOOO (size #1) / HDX2000 (Size #2) 

- Specifically designed for veterinary use

- Fiber optic Plate with over 2m cable length

- Waterproof, can be immersed in disinfectant liquid

- Sleek CMOS sensor adjustable for every paitent comfort

- High resolution+ High Sensitivity= Accurate Diagnosis

- Cutting Edge Image processing

- Optimum and crystal clear image quality

- Powerful imaging software ,3sec image transfer

- Enhanced image quality, fully DICOM,Email , export

with the option of Cloud-view and storage

- Lifetime software support (manufacturer limited)




